
Good afternoon!  Happy 4th of July to you all! 

Our summer programs are set to start on Monday and we couldn't be more excited. Some of the staff was  at 

both schools on Wednesday, bringing over supplies, setting up the classrooms and getting ready for the 

campers' arrivals on Monday.  The most exciting development was that the event tents arrived and definitely 

create fabulous outdoor shaded space.  

We wanted to remind you of a few details surrounding our summer programs and hope that you will review 

some of these policies with your child before Monday. 

 AS A REMINDER, BOTH CAMP ROYLE AND CAMP MATHER ARE TAKING PLACE AT 

ROYLE SCHOOL ~ 133 MANSFIELD AVE. 

 MSSAP (aka Camp Menace) IS AT OX RIDGE SCHOOL -- 395 MANSFIELD AVE. 
 Drop-off in the morning is from 8:30 - 9:00 a.m. and will include a brief health screening.  For MSSAP, 

this will take place at the front entrance of the school; for Royle & Mather, this will take place at the 

second parking lot.  Staff will approach your car, ask a few questions, take your child's temperature and 

then escort them to their group.  Parents will not be permitted to exit vehicle during drop-off/pick-

up.  Please note that Monday's drop-off will probably take longer than on other days as we need to 

verify/collect OEC Consent forms from those of you who have not yet submitted them.  (Attached again 

for your convenience.)  ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST SUBMIT THIS FORM IN ORDER TO 

ATTEND THE PROGRAMS.  
 While our primary focus will be on fun and engaging activities, we will be vigilant about hand sanitizing 

throughout the day.  In order to be able to successfully share objects within our groups, campers and 

staff will be expected to wash/sanitize their hands regularly before/after activities.  This practice is 

simply becoming a part of our norm.  Please remind your child of the importance of this practice. 

 We can gather as a program indoors for meetings/special events as long as social distancing can be 

guaranteed between the groups.  Some of your kids' friends may be in different groups.  It is our 

responsibility to gently and kindly keep these groups separated. Please help us succeed with this goal by 

speaking with your children about this.  Social distancing WITHIN a group is encouraged but not 

required -- hence the importance of frequent hand-sanitizing and the cleaning shared touch points by our 

staff. 

 Please send your child to camp everyday with the following:  water bottle; lunch; bathing suit; beach 

towel. 

You should have received the mailing which was posted on Tuesday, 6/30.  Included  in the mailing was:   

 Calendar with a few important details/reminders;  

 Groupings (as a reminder, the groupings are as is...changes cannot be accommodated.  Please do not ask 

staff at the program to make any switches.  They have no idea the considerations that were made when 

the groups were formed.  We appreciate your cooperation with this policy); 

 List of states that if visited, Governor Lamont has mandated folks must self-quarantine for 14 days upon 

returning to Connecticut.  Please note that we expect full cooperation/honesty with this new order.  

 Program phone #'s (please call camp lines directly for program information or concerning any changes 

to your child's drop-off/pick-up schedule):   

                           * CAMP MATHER:  203-443-2628 

                           * CAMP ROYLE:  203-443-2627 

                           * MSSAP:  203-443-2621 



We have some great activities, special events and surprises in store for your child.  We are confident that we 

will be providing a great experience for everyone in our programs.   

Many thanks.   

Alicia Sillars ~ Youth Director 

 


